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TODAY’S AGENDA

• 10:00 – 10:05 Chairman’s Introduction

• 10:05 – 10:30 Keynote Addresses 

 Matthew Negus

 Hazel Grant

 Kevin Hall

• 10:30 – 10:45 Questions, Answers & Discussion
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A&M Global Reach

Alvarez & Marsal delivers operational, consulting, investigative and industry expertise to management and investors across the 

world. We often advise on large-scale global projects, leveraging our experienced network of professionals who reside or work in

North America, Latin America, Europe, the Middle East, Africa, Asia, Australia and Russia.
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A&M Headquarters

A&M Offices

A&M Affiliates

4,500+
PROFESSIONALS

60+
OFFICES

400+
MANAGING DIRECTORS

OUR CLIENTS

▪ 18 out of 20 of the largest banks in the 

U.S.

▪ 95% of the 20 largest European banks

▪ 80% of the top 20 European law firms

▪ 300+ mid- and large-cap PE firms

▪ 68% of all Fortune 100 companies

OUR GLOBAL CAPABILITIES

▪ Disputes and investigations

▪ Regulatory and risk advisory

▪ Transaction advisory and private equity

▪ Tax advisory

▪ Turnaround and restructuring

▪ Performance improvement

▪ Valuation



A QUICK POLL

Has your organisation been involved in any corporate transaction activity (merger, 
acquisition, divestment) in the last 12 months? 

a) Yes

b) No

c) Don’t Know
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Personal data and the legal and regulatory obligations associated with its use is of particular relevance in the context of corporate 

transactions including mergers, acquisitions and divestments. As organisations pursue strategic transformation and restructuring, it is 

critical that adequate time and attention is paid to identifying and measuring risks to personal data within the target organisation. The 

focus of effort should not be limited to those more ‘visible’ risk components and due diligence must be ‘deep’ enough to identify any 

hidden or less obvious risks to personal data and to realise the full value of data. 

Data Protection in Corporate Transactions

Identification of cross-border data transfers on both 

intra and extra company basis relevant to non-

obvious business processing activities 

Cross-Border Data Transfers

Understand extent of personal data usage through data 

mapping, including identification of data stored on legacy 

or retired systems and challenges associated with over-

retention of data / lack of defined records management

Data Usage, Legacy Datasets & Retention

Determination of whether responsibility for privacy has been 

designated to individuals within the organisation, resourcing levels 

are adequate and reporting of activities to senior management

Governance Structure

Volume and nature of third-party supplier and vendor 

relationships, sensitivity of data processing, materiality of 

services, performance management, contractual 

safeguards and record-keeping

Supply Chain & Vendor Relationships

Organisations may be tempted to focus on areas 

perceived to present a ‘visible’ risk such as notifications 

with regulatory bodies and privacy notices provided at 

data collection points 

Regulatory Filings, Policies, Privacy Notices

Copyright © 2021 Alvarez & Marsal Holdings, LLC. All Rights Reserved. 
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About us

Fieldfisher is a European law firm with market leading practices in many of 
the world's most dynamic sectors. We are a forward-thinking organisation 
with a particular focus on technology, finance & financial services and 
energy & natural resources.

Our growing European network of offices supports an international client 
base that includes everything from pharmaceutical and medical device 
companies to energy suppliers, banks and government departments, as 
well as social media platforms and high street coffee chains. These clients 
choose to work with us because we deliver commercial, pragmatic and 
innovative solutions through our exceptional legal expertise and 
experience – on time and on budget.

We have over 1200 professional advisers spread over 25 locations, all 
providing highly commercial advice based on an in-depth understanding 
of our clients' needs. Our clients trust us with work that can have a huge 
impact on their business or organisation.  We have built the firm on 
people who can be relied on to get it right; they possess exceptional legal 
knowledge, great market insight and real approachability. 

We provide legal advice and services  across a range of disciplines. Our 
pool of lawyers includes many leaders in their field. No matter your 
particular requirement,  we have lawyers with real experience of how your 
business or organisation works and can provide solutions that are intuitive 
and relevant. 



A SECOND POLL

How would you rate the importance of privacy and cyber risk issues in the context of a 
corporate transaction?

a) High

b) Moderate-High

c) Moderate

d) Moderate-Low

e) Low or N/A
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• Due diligence is often not adequately assessing risk of regulatory enforcement and litigation due to data compliance

• Valuations of data assets and digital strategies need to consider impact of privacy laws including monetisation of user 

analytics and commercial ability to use and sell data for marketing and consumer profiling

• Risk of post-transaction delays or regulatory restrictions where privacy and data compliance is not factored adequately 

into new corporate structures, business strategy, technology integration and data governance

Data Protection & Cyber Risk in Corporate Transactions

Copyright © 2021 Alvarez & Marsal Holdings, LLC. All Rights Reserved. 
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Mergers & Acquisitions – Key Privacy & Cyber Components

1 2

34

• Acquisition target selection

• Privacy investment/growth 

potential of target

• Data commercialisation 

activities (planned/in-

progress)

Module 1 – Planning

• Personal data handling 

lifecycle 

• Due diligence risk assessment 

- individual rights, privacy 

notices, policies, training, data 

management, data security, 

cross-border transfers, vendor 

risk, privacy impact 

assessments, data inventories

• Remediation 

recommendations and 

roadmap of pre-deal risk items

Module 2 – Due Diligence

• Privacy Office integration

• Operational transition

• Data carve-out 

(execution)

Module 3 – Deal Closing

• Execution on remediation 

roadmap

• Privacy governance planning

• Data carve-out (identification)

Module 4 – Post-Deal 

Integration

Copyright © 2021 Alvarez & Marsal Holdings, LLC. All Rights Reserved. 
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Divestments – Privacy & Cyber Considerations

Determination of existing 

governance, policies, procedures 

and existing compliance measures 

to be shared with acquiring 

organisation in secure data room. 

Identification of areas likely 

requiring enhancement pre-

transaction.

1. Preliminary

Identification of shared/joint 

processes, procedures, third 

party suppliers, systems and 

employees requiring 

separation from selling 

organisation.

2. Transition Planning 

Execution of separation activities 

including data carve-out, 

updating of group policies, 

procedures, contracts, 

notification to regulators, 

impacted clients and suppliers 

etc.

3. Deal Closing
Ring-fencing and segregation 

of shared processes, 

procedures, third party 

suppliers, systems and co-

mingled datasets (data carve-

out) from selling organisation 

and which require re-papering.

4. Post-Separation

Copyright © 2021 Alvarez & Marsal Holdings, LLC. All Rights Reserved. 
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Cyber Risk Evaluation - Methodology

Business Alignment

&

Mapping

Potential Impact

Assessment

Potential Threat

Assessment

Potential Cyber Risk

Control Assessment

Current Cyber Risk

Roadmap to mitigate

Cyber Risk

Company Risk Appetite

• Business and technical data gathering

• Business processes / Business information / 

Technical assets mapping

• Cyber Risk Framework  & Company Risk 

Appetite definition

• Potential Financial, Reputational and 

Compliance Impact in case of Business 

Information Confidentiality, Integrity and 

Availability Loss

• Potential Likelihood of Adversarial, 

Accidental & Environmental Threats specific 

for the company and its vertical market

• Potential Cyber Risk for each Business 

Information

• Current controls in place, able to mitigate 

potential impact and/or likelihood of threat

• Use of a particular control framework (NIST, 

ISO27001, ISF SGP, etc.)

• Activities (organization, process, technical) 

to mitigate cyber risk for those business 

information with current risk above the 

company risk appetite

• Detailed multi-year plan, prioritized by risk, 

with costs (OPEX, CAPEX)

1

2 3

5

7

4

6

A detailed business risk-based approach to cyber is key for the Board of Directors to prioritize 

security investment by the reduction of the company risk

Copyright © 2021 Alvarez & Marsal Holdings, LLC. All Rights Reserved. 
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Cyber Risk Evaluation – Potential Risk

Business Process 1 Business Asset 1 Technical Asset 1

Business Process 1 Business Asset X Technical Asset X

Business Process 2 Business Asset 1 Technical Asset 1

Business Process/Business Asset/Technical Asset Mapping

Potential Impact Assessment

Potential impact in case of security incident

Confidentiality Integrity Availability

F R C F R C F R C

Business 

asset 1

Business 

asset 2

Business 

asset 3

Business 

asset 4

Potential Threat Assessment

Obtaining Business Assets and Technical assets classification by potential risk (impact and 

likelihood of threats)

Threat Likelihood Description

High Event expected to occur more than 10 times a year

Medium-High Event expected to occur between 1-10 times a year

Medium-Low Event expected to occur more than once every 10 years

Low Event expect to occur less than once every 10 years

Copyright © 2021 Alvarez & Marsal Holdings, LLC. All Rights Reserved. 
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Cyber Security Due Diligence

Evaluating the cyber posture of the target is now mandatory as the hidden costs/investments to 

have an acceptable level of cyber security could be significant

A&M’s approach to due diligence is a NIST* based assessment of the company’s cyber security posture, against a 

market benchmark, with prioritised recommendations and a quick win plan (with cost indicators). 

Example output: Red flag report findings and recommendations

Example output: Target’s maturity score against sector benchmark

Example output: Prioritised cost to fix

NIST CSF – National Institute of Standards and Technology, Cybersecurity Framework: https://www.nist.gov/cyberframework/framework

Cyber Due 

Diligence

Copyright © 2021 Alvarez & Marsal Holdings, LLC. All Rights Reserved. 
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Duty of Care

The GDPR tried to embody this important principle*, and it continues to remain the most 

significant (of the eleven) criteria that regulators are asked to consider when assessing and 

setting fines following a breach 

WANNACRY RANDSOMARE - HOLDING HEALTHCARE HOSTAGE

Infected 

document
Phishing Malicious 

Adverts

Ransomware drops and infects 

devices, but NOT encrypted

Infected and Encrypted
Malicious Server

Updates (patched) devices, 

no EternalBlue exploit. 

Unpatched devices, 

EternalBlue exploit present. 

FAILED RANSOMWARE ATTACKRANSOMWARE ATTACK

WannaCry (a worn-type self-propagating attack vector) targeted devices 

running Microsoft Windows OS, encrypting the data and requesting 

payment in Bitcoin in exchange for their return.

Microsoft had released a patched a month before the exploit occurred. Till date, a number of 

organisations have not applied the patch and systems continue to remain vulnerable to this exploit.

The Department of Health and Social Care (DHSC) has estimated that 

WannaCry cost the NHS £92m in direct costs and lost output.

LESSONS LEARNT

Importance of a good cyber security posture including:

• Secure and regular backups

• Proactive cybersecurity software

• Patch management (up to date security patches)

• Isolating Sensitive systems

• Incident response protocols

• User training, awareness and education on ‘think secure’ measures 

Senior Management should ask themselves when thinking about 

‘reasonable cyber oversight’, 

✓ What will it take to fulfil the directors’ duties of care, loyalty and duty 

to act on an informed basis? 

✓ How does a board avoid creating systematic, sustained or otherwise 

negligent acts or omissions in how it performs oversight? 

Courts focus on the process used by the board to reach a 

decision, rather than the decision or outcome itself. In the context 

of cyber security, the existence of cyber red flags is not, in itself, an 

indication of director liability or ineffective oversight, but rather paints 

an emerging picture of the challenges facing the board; how the board 

discharges that challenge, or its failure to do so, creates the 

breach to which personal liability may attach.

Copyright © 2021 Alvarez & Marsal Holdings, LLC. All Rights Reserved. 
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Cyber security attack and spending trend

The exponential growth in cybersecurity attacks causing financial losses to businesses has 

lead to increased cyber spending

Growth in global cyber security spendGrowth in Cyber Attacks 

Copyright © 2021 Alvarez & Marsal Holdings, LLC. All Rights Reserved. 



A FINAL POLL

Is Cyber Security and Data Privacy represented in your corporate transaction risk 
management meetings?

• Always

• Sometimes

• Never

• Don’t know

• N/A
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
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THANK YOU FOR LISTENING

Forthcoming Events

• Friday 15 Jan (12:00) 2021: The Road to Net-Zero Finance 

• Monday 18 Jan (10:00) Patient Capital: The Key To Rebalancing Financial Markets?

• Tuesday 19 Jan (09:00) Psychology Of Leading A Hybrid Workforce

• Wednesday 20 Jan (09:00) Financial Centres Of The World 2021: Focus On Dubai

• Thursday 21 Jan (10:00) An Update On EU Financial Services Legislation & Associated 
Initiatives

• Friday 22 Jan (12:00) Owning Your Place In A 21st Century Economy

Visit https://fsclub.zyen.com/events/forthcoming-events/

https://fsclub.zyen.com/events/forthcoming-events/

